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Abstract
GLq(N)- and SOq(N)-covariant deformations of the completely sym-
metric/antisymmetric projectors with an arbitrary number of indices are
explicitly constructed as polynomials in the braid matrices. The precise
relation between the completely antisymmetric projectors and the com-
pletely antisymmetric tensor is determined. Adopting the GLq(N)- and
SOq(N)-covariant differential calculi on the corresponding quantum group
covariant noncommutative spaces CNq , R
N
q , we introduce a generalized no-
tion of vielbein basis (or “frame”), based on differential-operator-valued
1-forms. We then give a thorough definition of a SOq(N)-covariant R
N
q -
bilinear Hodge map acting on the bimodule of differential forms on RNq ,
introduce the exterior coderivative and show that the Laplacian acts on
differential forms exactly as in the undeformed case, namely it acts on each
component as it does on functions.
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1 Introduction and preliminaries
The noncommutative geometry program [4, 7] and the related program of
generalizing the concept of symmetries through quantum groups [6, 25, 8]
and quantum group covariant noncommutative spaces (shortly: quantum
spaces) [19, 8] has found a widespread interest in the mathematical and
theoretical physics community over the past two decades for its potential
applications both in fundamental and applied phsyics. In order to make
either program powerful on a specific model it is important to reproduce
as many of the tools available in the corresponding undeformed (commuta-
tive) geometry model (if any) as possible. The scope of the present work is
to revisit and/or solve a number of related technical issues, left (partially
ot totally) untreated or unsolved in the literature, regarding the quantum
groups H = Uqgl(N), Uqso(N) of the classical series [6, 8], the noncommu-
tative spaces CNq ,R
N
q [19, 8] on which they act, and the quantum group
covariant differential calculi [22, 24, 1] on the latter.
As known, the braid matrix Rˆ ofH [8] is a N2×N2 matrix, H-covariant
deformation of the permutation matrix P . H-covariant (anti)symmetrizers
P± of 2-tensors arise from the projector decomposition of Rˆ, or equiva-
lently can be expressed as (first or second degree) polynomials in Rˆ. In
analogy with the undeformed case, H-covariant (anti)symmetrizers P±,l
of l-tensors (l ≥ 2) are expected (see e.g. [9, 11]) to be polynomials in
Rˆ12, ..., Rˆ(l−1)l , the matrices obtained as tensor products of Rˆ with l−2
copies of the N × N unit matrix. In section 2 we find a very compact
and manageable recursive relation, through which these polynomials are
determined. For H = Uqso(N) this is in agreement with the much longer
recursive relation found in Ref. [15]1. In section 3 we recall or prove
properties of the H-covariant ε-tensor [17, 16, 8, 10, 18] and determine
precisely its relation with the antisymmetric projectors P−,l. In section 4
we introduce an open-minded generalization of the notion [5] of vielbein (or
“frame”) basis of 1-forms on CNq ,R
N
q ; we modify the approach adopted for
RNq in [2], in that we allow the matrix trasforming the basis {dxi} into the
vielbein to have as entries differential operators, rather than functions2. In
section 5 we introduce a thorough and consistent definition of a bilinear,
Uqso(N)-covariant Hodge map, exterior coderivative and Laplacian acting
on differential forms on RNq .
The projector decomposition of the H-covariant braid matrix Rˆ reads
Rˆ = qP+ − q−1P−, if H = Uqgl(N),
Rˆ = qP+ − q−1P− + q1−NPt, if H = Uqso(N).
(1.1)
1We thank the authors of [15] for calling our attention to their paper, which we didn’t know,
after the appearance of the first version of the present work on the electronic arXive.
2As a by-product some unpleasent aspects of the vielbein of [2] disappear. Incidentally,
this change of attitude should allow to introduce a frame basis also for other quantum spaces,
notably q-Minkowski.
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P− is the corresponding deformation of the antisymmetric projector. In
(1.1)1 the matrix P+ is the Uqgl(N)-covariant deformation of the sym-
metric projector, in (1.1) it is the Uqso(N)-covariant deformation of the
symmetric trace-free projector, while Pt is the trace projector. Thus they
satisfy the equations
PαPβ = Pαδαβ ,
∑
α
Pα = 1N2 , (1.2)
where (1N2)
ij
hk = δ
i
hδ
j
k, α, β = −,+ in the H = Uqgl(N) case and α, β =
−,+, t in the H = Uqso(N) case. Rˆ is a symmetric matrix, and therefore
also the projectors are:
RˆT = Rˆ, PαT = Pα. (1.3)
The braid matrix fulfills the equation
f(Rˆ12) Rˆ23 Rˆ12 = Rˆ23 Rˆ12 f(Rˆ23) (1.4)
for any rational function f(t) in one variable such that the spectrum of f(Rˆ)
has no poles, in particular for f(Rˆ) = Rˆ, Rˆ−1,Pα. Here we have used the
conventional matrix-tensor notation Rˆ12 = Rˆ⊗ 1N , Rˆ23 = 1N ⊗ Rˆ, where
1N denotes the N ×N unit matrix.
In the H = Uqso(N) case the Pt projects on a one-dimensional sub-
space and can be written in the form
Ptijkl =
1
QN
gijgkl (1.5)
where the N ×N matrix gij is a Uqso(N)-isotropic tensor, deformation of
the ordinary Euclidean metric, which will be given in (3.10), and [1]
QN ≡ glmglm= (1+q
2−N )(qN−1)
q2 − 1 =
(
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
) [N
2
]
q
.
Here and in the sequel we use the “q-deformed numbers”
[y]q :=
qy−q−y
q−q−1 , yq±2 :=
q±2y−1
q±2−1 = q
±(l−1)[y]q. (1.6)
The metric and the braid matrix satisfy the relations [8]
gil Rˆ
±1lh
jk = Rˆ
∓1hl
ij glk, g
il Rˆ±1jklh = Rˆ
∓1ij
hl g
lk. (1.7)
Indices will be lowered and raised using gij and its inverse g
ij , e.g.
∂i := gij∂j xi := gijx
j .
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By taking powers of either decomposition (1.1) one can can express the
projectors as polynomials in Rˆ. One finds
P± = q
∓11N2 ± Rˆ
q + q−1
if H = Uqgl(N), (1.8)
P± = q
∓11N2 ± Rˆ− (q∓1 ± q1−N )Pt
q + q−1
if H = Uqso(N). (1.9)
The deformed algebras of functions on the two quantum spaces are
called “algebra of functions on the quantum hyperplane CNq ” and “algebra
of functions on the quantum Euclidean space RNq ” respectively (h := ln q
plays the role of deformation parameter); we shall denote either one by
F . F is essentially the unital associative algebra over C[[h]] generated by
N elements xi (the cartesian “coordinates”) modulo the relations (1.10)
given below. The corresponding H-covariant differential calculi [24, 1] are
defined introducing the invariant exterior derivative d, satisfying nilpo-
tency and the Leibniz rule d(fg) = dfg+ fdg, and imposing the covariant
commutation relations (1.11) between the xi and the differentials ξi := dxi.
Partial derivatives are introduced through the decomposition d =: ξi∂i. All
the other commutation relations are derived by consistency. The complete
list is given by
P−ijhkxhxk = 0, (1.10)
xhξi = qRˆhijkξ
jxk, (1.11)
(1N2 − P−)ijhkξhξk = 0, (1.12)
P−ijhk∂j∂i = 0, (1.13)
∂ix
j = δji + qRˆ
jh
ik x
k∂h, (1.14)
∂hξ
i = q−1Rˆ−1ikhjξ
j∂k. (1.15)
We shall call DC∗ (differential calculus algebra on RNq ) the unital asso-
ciative algebra over C[[h]] generated by xi, ξi, ∂i modulo these relations.
We shall denote by
∧∗ (exterior algebra, or algebra of exterior forms) the
graded unital subalgebra generated by the ξi alone, with grading ♮ ≡the
degree in ξi, and by
∧p (vector space of exterior p-forms) the component
with grading ♮ = p, p = 0, 1, 2.... Each
∧p carries an irreducible repre-
sentation of H, and its dimension is the binomial coefficient
(N
p
)
[8, 10],
exactly as in the q = 1 (i.e. undeformed) case; in particular there are no
forms with p > N , and dim(
∧N ) = (NN) = 1, therefore ∧N carries the
singlet representation of H.
We shall endow DC∗ with the same grading ♮, and call DCp its com-
ponent with grading ♮ = p. The elements of DCp can be considered
differential-operator-valued p-forms.
We shall denote by Ω∗ (algebra of differential forms) the graded unital
subalgebra generated by the ξi, xi, with grading ♮, and by Ωp (space of
4
differential p-forms) its component with grading p; by definition Ω0 = F
itself. Clearly both Ω∗ and Ωp are F -bimodules.
We shall denote by H (Heisenberg algebra) the unital subalgebra gen-
erated by the xi, ∂i. Note that by definition DC0 = H, and that both DC∗
and DCp are H-bimodules. Finally, we shall call F ′ the unital associative
algebra generated by the ∂i alone.
In the H = Uqso(N)-covariant case the elements
r2 := x · x = gklxkxl,  := ∂ · ∂ = gkl∂l∂k = gkl∂k∂l
are Uqso(N)-invariant and respectively generate the centers of F,F
′.
The H-covariance of the differential calculus implies that DC∗ is a
(right, in our conventions) H-module algebra. All the information on the
algebras DC∗,H and the right action of the Hopf algebra H on DC∗ can
be encoded in the cross-product algebra DC∗>⊳H. We recall that this is
H ⊗DC∗ as a vector space, and so we denote as usual g⊗ a simply by ga;
that H1DC∗ , 1HDC∗ are subalgebras isomorphic to H,DC∗, and so we omit
to write either unit 1DC∗ ,1H whenever multiplied by non-unit elements;
that for any a ∈ DC∗, g ∈ H the product fulfills
ag = g(1) (a ⊳ g(2)). (1.16)
Here ∆(g) = g(1) ⊗ g(2) denotes the coproduct of g in Sweedler notation.
DC∗>⊳H is a H-module algebra itself, if we extend ⊳ on H as the adjoint
action, namely as
h ⊳ g = Sg(1) h g(2).
In view of (1.16), this formula will correctly reproduce the action also on the
elements of DC∗, and therefore on any element a ∈ DC∗>⊳H. The elements
σi, with σi = xi, ξi, ∂i, transform with the N -dimensional representation ρ
of Uqsl(N) or Uqso(N) respectively:
σi ⊳ g = ρij(g)σ
j (1.17)
The above scheme applies also to the Hopf algebraH = ˜Uqso(N), which
is the central extension of H = Uqso(N) obtained by adding a central and
primitive element η generating dilatations of elements of H,
xiη = (η + 1)xi, ξiη = (η + 1)ξi, ∂iη = (η − 1)∂i. (1.18)
We shall call η also the generator of dilatations of Uqgl(N).
One can introduce an alternative H-covariant differential calculus re-
placing qRˆ by (qRˆ)−1 in the defining relations (1.11-1.15). The corre-
sponding objects ξˆi, ∂ˆi can be realized as suitable “functions” of x
j, ξj , ∂j
[20].
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2 Completely (anti)symmetric projectors
The projectors P±,l ≡ ‖P±,li1...ilj1...jl‖ project the tensor product of l copies of
the N -dimensional representation of H to the l-fold completely symmet-
ric/antisymmetric irreducible representation V ±,lN of H therein contained.
They are uniquely characterized by the following properties
P±,lPpim(m+1) = δ±pi P±,l = Ppim(m+1)P±,l, (2.1)(
P±,l
)2
= P±,l, (2.2)
tr1...l
(
P±,l
)
= dim(V ±,lN ), (2.3)
where π = −,+ in the Uqsl(N)- and π = −,+, t in the Uqso(N)-covariant
case respectively, m = 1, ..., l− 1 and by Ppim(m+1) we have denoted the
matrix acting as Ppi on the m-th, (m+1)-th indices and as the identity
on the remaining ones. Eq. (2.3) guarantees that P±,l act as the identity
(and not as proper projectors) on V ±,lN ; for both H = Uqgl(N), Uqso(N)
dim(V −,lN )=
(N
l
)
, whereas for H = Uqgl(N) dim(V
+,l
N ) =
(N−1+l
N−1
)
, for H =
Uqso(N) dim(V
+,l
N ) =
(N−1+l
N−1
)− (N−3+lN−1 ). In the appendix we prove
Proposition 1 The projectors P±,l+1 can be expressed as polynomials in
Rˆ12, ..., Rˆ(l−1)l through either recursive relation
P±,l+1 = P±,l12...lM±,l+1l(l+1)P±,l12...l, (2.4)
= P±,l2...(l+1)M±,l+112 P±,l2...(l+1), (2.5)
where P±,l1...l ≡ P±,l ⊗ 1N , P±,l2...(l+1) ≡ 1N ⊗ P±,l, M
±,l+1
l(l+1) = 1
⊗l−1
N ⊗M±,l+1
etc., and
M±,l+1= 1[l+1]q
[
q∓l1N2±[l]qRˆ
]
if H = Uqsl(N),
M±,l+1= 1[l+1]q
[
q∓l1N2±[l]qRˆ+QN (q
±2−1)[l]q
q±1∓qN−1±2l
Pt
]
if H = Uqso(N).
(2.6)
As a consequence, they are symmetric, (P±,l)T = P±,l, and if H = Uqso(N)
P±,li1...ilj1...jlgj1k1 ...gjlkl = gi1j1 ...giljlP±,l
jl...j1
kl...k1
, (2.7)
and the same with the matrix gij replaced by its transpose gji.
In Ref. [9] we explicitly determined as examples just P±,3 for H =
Uqso(N). In Ref. [15] longer recursive relations for P±,l with arbitrary l
in the case H = Uqso(N) were given; the Ansatz adopted there was of the
type P±,l+1 = B±,l+1P±,l12...l. The unknown N l+1×N l+1 matrices B±,l+1 were
explicitly determined to be rather long polynomials in Rˆ12, ..., Rˆ(l−1)l . To
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go from our formula to theirs one just needs to set B±,l+1 = P±,l12...lM±,l+1l(l+1) ;
to go from their formula to ours one has to multiply both sides by P±,l12...l
from the left and do a straightforward calculation using (2.1), (1.1)2.
Remark. One can easily check that in the H = Uqgl(N) case the
deformed (anti)symmetric projectors P±,l can be obtained from the poly-
nomials giving the undeformed (anti)symmetric projectors in terms of the
permutators Pm(m+1) by replacing the latter respectively with±q±1Rˆm(m+1),
and readjusting the normalizations.
3 Properties of the H-covariant ε-tensors
In our convention indices i, j, ... take the following values:
i = 1, 2, . . . , N if H = Uqgl(N), (3.1)
i = −n, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , n if H = Uqso(2n+1), (3.2)
i = −n, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . , n if H = Uqso(2n). (3.3)
Then the commutation relations (1.12) explicitly amount to
qξiξj + ξjξi = 0 i < j 6= −i,
ξiξi = 0 i 6= 0,
ξlξ−l + ξ−lξl = (q − q−1)∑
i>l
ql+1−iξ−iξi l ≥ 1,
ξ0ξ0 = (q
1
2 − q− 12 )∑
i>0
q1−iξ−iξi.
(3.4)
Of course (3.4)4 applies only to the cases H = Uqso(2n+1), and (3.4)3
applies only to the cases H = Uqso(N). The latter relations are equivalent
to the equations (21) given in Ref. [10], whence they can be obtained by
an easy rearrangement of terms.
As already said, as a consequence of (3.4) dim(
∧N ) = 1. Setting e.g.
γN d
Nx := ξ1ξ2...ξN if H = Uqgl(N)
γN d
Nx := ξ−nξ1−n...ξn if H = Uqso(N)
(3.5)
one can introduce the matrix elements of the H-covariant ε- (or completely
antisymmetric) tensor up to the normalization constant γN by the relation
ξi1ξi2 ...ξiN = dNx εi1i2...iN . (3.6)
The ε-tensors enter the definitions of the “q-determinants” [8, 10], spe-
cial central elements in the Hopf algebras H ′ dual to H, namely the alge-
bras of functions on the quantum groups. In the appendix we prove the
following proposition, which states a similar property for the q-determinat
of the matrices L± having as matrix elements the socalled FRT (Faddeev-
Reshetikin-Takhtadjan) generators [8] of Uqsl(N), Uqso(N):
L+,al := R (1)ρal (R (2)), L−,al := ρal (R−1(1))R−1(2); (3.7)
here R denotes the quasitriangular structure.
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Proposition 2
L+,jNiN ...L+,
j1
i1
εi1...iN = εj1...jN ,
L−,jNiN ...L−,
j1
i1
εi1...iN = εj1...jN .
(3.8)
In particular
detq L± := L±,NiN ...L±,1i1εi1...iN = γN if H = Uqsl(N),
detq L± := L±,niN ...L±,−ni1 εi1...iN = γN if H = Uqso(N).
(3.9)
The Uqso(N)-covariant matric matrix introduced in (1.5) coincides with
its inverse and is given by
gij = g
ij = qρjδ−i,j. (3.10)
where (2ρj) := (N−2, N−4, . . . , 1, 0,−1, . . . , 2−N) for N odd, (2ρj) :=
(N−2, N−4, . . . , 0, 0, . . . , 2−N) for N even. Introducing the matrix U by
U ij = δ
i
jq
2i−N−1 if H = Uqgl(N)
U ij := g
ikgjk = δ
i
jq
−2ρi if H = Uqso(N)
(3.11)
(note that detU = 1), we can also recall the q-cylic property [23]3
ǫi1...iN = (−1)N−1U iij1ǫi2...iNj1 . (3.12)
Let I := (i1, ..., iN ), and if I is a permutation of J := (1, ..., N) denote
by l(I) its ‘length’, namely its number of inversions. The Uqgl(N)-covariant
deformation of the ε-tensor [17, 16, 8] admits the following compact ex-
pression, which closely resembles the undeformed counterpart:
εi1i2...iN =
{
(−q)l(I) if I is a permutation of J,
0 otherwise,
(3.13)
For the Uqso(N)-covariant one [10] so far no such compact espression
has been found. In [10, 18] several properties for general N and the explicit
expression for ε in the cases N = 3, 4 have been determined; we rewrite
them here: for N = 3, with normalization γ3 = q
−1
ε−101 = q−1 ε−110 = −1 ε0−11 = −1 ε01−1 = 1
ε10−1 = −q ε1−10 = 1 ε000 = 1/√q −√q εijk = 0 otherwise,
and for N = 4, with normalization γ4 = q
−2
ε−2−112 = q−2 ε−21−12 = −q−2 ε−2−121 = −q−1 ε−212−1 = q−1
ε−22−11 = 1 ε−221−1 = −1 ε−1−212 = −q−1 ε−11−22 = 1
ε−1−221 = 1 ε−12−21 = −1 ε−121−2 = q ε−112−2 = −1
ε1−1−22 = −1 ε1−2−12 = q−1 ε1−12−2 = q ε12−1−2 = −q
ε12−2−1 = 1 ε1−22−1 = −1 ε2−2−11 = −1 ε2−1−21 = q
ε21−2−1 = −q ε2−21−1 = 1 ε2−11−2 = −q2 ε21−1−2 = q2
ε−11−11 = k ε1−11−1 = −k εijkl = 0 otherwise.
3The proof given in Ref. [23] applies also to the H = Uqgl(N) case.
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For general N we can at least state the following properties, which can be
easily proved as a consequence of (3.4):
Property. Let I = {i1, ..., iN}, J = {1, ..., N}. (3.14)
Then εi1...iN = 0 unless all the following conditions are fulfilled:
1. if N is odd, the subset J0 = {j | ij = 0} has an odd number of
elements;
2. J − J0 is an union of pairs {h, k} such that ih = −ik;
3. the number ♮l of pairs {h, k} such that ih = −ik = l fulfills
♮l ≤ n−l+1;
4. for no j ∈ J − (J0 ∪ {N}) ij = ij+1.
Property. [10] gi1j1 ...giN jN ε
jN ...j1 =: εi1i2...iN = ε
iN ...i2i1 . (3.15)
We now give the relation connecting the antisymmetric projectors and
the ε-tensors. In the appendix we prove
Proposition 3 Let (d0)
−1 :=
∑
{ai}
(εa1...aN )2. Then
P−,li1...ilj1...jl = dlU
k1
j1
...Ukljl ε
il+1...iN i1...ilεil+1...iNk1...kl
(3.12)
= (−)l(N−1)dlεj1...jlil+1...iN εil+1...iN i1...il
(3.16)
where dl is defined by
dl := d0
[N ]q!
[l]q![N−l]q!
if H = Uqgl(N),
dl := d0
[N ]q!
[l]q![N−l]q!
ql−
N
2 +q
N
2
−l
q−
N
2 +q
N
2
if H = Uqso(N).
(3.17)
Clearly dl = dN−l, in particular d0 = dN . In the H = Uqso(N) case this
can be also rewritten in the form
P−,li1...ilj1...jl = dlεjl...j1il+1...iN εiN ...il+1 i1...il. (3.18)
By an explicit calculation one finds that for the γ3, γ4 given above
d−10 =
{
[2]q1/2 [3]q1/2 if N = 3
2([2]q1/2)
2[3]q if N = 4
(3.19)
4 Vielbein bases
The set of N exact forms {ξi} is a natural basis for the F -bimodule Ω1,
as well as for the the F>⊳H-bimodule Ω1>⊳H. By (1.11), the ξi do not
commute with F . We are going to introduce alternative, socalled “frames”
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(or “vielbein” bases) [5] which do, revisiting the notion and construction
given in Ref. [2].
As shown in [12, 3], there exist a algebra homomorphism
ϕ : A>⊳H → A, (4.1)
acting as the identity on A itself,
ϕ(a) = a a ∈ A, (4.2)
where H is either Hopf algebra H = Uqsl(N), Uqso(N) and A = H is
the corresponding deformed Heisenberg algebra on CNq ,R
N
q . One can im-
mediately extend ϕ to the central extensions H = Uqgl(N), ˜Uqso(N) by
setting
ϕ(q−2η) = qNΛ−2 (4.3)
(adopting the same normalization factor qN as in [13]), where the element
Λ−2 ∈ H is defined by [20]
Λ−2 :=1+qkxi∂i ≡ 1+O(h) if H = Uqsl(N), (4.4)
Λ−2 :=1+qkxi∂i+
qN k2
(1+qN−2)2
r2 ≡ 1+O(h) if H = Uqso(N), (4.5)
(in [20, 21] it was denoted by Λ). We are also extending H so as to contain
its square root Λ−1 and inverse square root Λ as additional generators or
as formal power series in the deformation parameter h = ln q. The latter
fulfill the relations
Λxi = q−1xiΛ, Λ∂i = q∂iΛ, Λξi = ξiΛ, (4.6)
and the corresponding ones for Λ−1. For real q, ϕ is even a ⋆-algebra
homomorphism. Applying ϕ in particular to both sides of (1.16) one finds
aϕ(g) = ϕ(g(1)) (a ⊳ g(2)). (4.7)
In Ref. [2] to introduce a frame on RNq first auxiliary objects
ϑi := q−ηL−,ilξl ∈ Ω1>⊳H (4.8)
[with H = ˜U−q so(N), the negative Borel subalgebra of ˜Uqso(N)] were in-
troduced, characterized by the property to commute with F
[ϑi, F ] = 0. (4.9)
The reader can check (4.9) by a direct computation that [ϑi, xj ] = 0. In [2]
we also showed that there exists a suitable map ϕ− of the type (4.1-4.2),
with A a slight extension of F and H = ˜U−q so(N). Replacing q−ηL−,il by
its ϕ−-image has no effect on the commutation relation with xj , see (4.7),
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whence we found that the elements θ˜i := ϕ−(q−ηL−,il)ξl (in [2] denoted
simply as {θi}) also fulfilled (4.9), and therefore were called elements of
a “frame” (or “vielbein”), according to the notion introduced in Ref. [5].
Now it is also easy to check that the same ϑi also commute with the
derivatives, [ϑi, ∂j ] = 0. By the same reasoning, replacing in the theorems
and proofs of Ref. [2] the map ϕ− with the one ϕ, we arrive at
Proposition 4 The sets {ϑi} and {θi} of 1-forms given by
ϑi := q−η−
N
2 L−,ilξl = ξmq1−ηρjm(u4)L−,ij, (4.10)
θi := Λ−1ϕ(L−,il)ξl = ξhΛ−1ϕ(S2L−,ih) (4.11)
(u4 := R−1(1)S−1R−1(2)) are resp. “frame” bases of the H>⊳ ˜Uqso(N)-
bimodule DC1>⊳ ˜Uqso(N) and of the H-bimodule DC1, in the sense that
[ϑi,H] = 0 [θi,H] = 0. (4.12)
They satisfy the same commutation relations as the ξi,
(1N2 − Pt)ijhkϑhϑk = 0 (1N2 − Pt)ijhkθhθk = 0. (4.13)
Finally, they form a N -plet under the action of Uopq so(N) (i.e. Uqso(N)
endowed with the opposite coproduct).
We just give the proof of the second equality in (4.11), which was not
given in [2]. Recalling the coproduct ∆(L−,ik) = L−,ih ⊗ L−,hk of the FRT
generators we find
θi = ϕ(SL−,hk S2L−,ih)θk
(4.12)2
= ϕ(SL−,hk)θkϕ(S2L−,ih)
(4.11)
= ξhΛ−1ϕ(S2L−,ih) = ξhΛ−1U jhϕ(L−,kj )U−1ik.
An analogous proposition for objects ϑˆa, θˆa obtained by replacing ξi by
ξˆi, L−,ih by L+,ih and η by −η holds. In Ref. [13] we have shown that
the frame basis elements θˆa transform exactly as the coordinates xa under
the ⋆-structure chraterizing real q (namely can be made real by a suitable
C-linear transformation).
Explicit expressions for the images ϕ(L−,hk) for the H’s with the lowest
N ’s, H = Uqsl(2), Uqso(3), can be found e.g. in Ref. [14], section 4.
As the commutation relations (4.13) among the θh are exactly of the
same form of the ones (1.12) among the ξi, we immediately find that also
the space
∧N
θ of monomials in θ
i of degree N has dimension 1. Moreover,
θi1θi2 ...θiN = dV εi1i2...iN . (4.14)
where dV ∈ ∧Nθ is defined replacing in (3.5) dNx with dV and ξi with θi.
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Proposition 5 The “volume form” dV is central in DC∗ and equal to
dV = dNxΛ−N . (4.15)
Proof: With the definition of dV adopted for H = ˜Uqso(N) (the case
H = Uqgl(N) is completely analogous)
dV
(4.11)
= θ−n...θn−1Λ−1ϕ(L−,niN )ξiN
(4.12)2
= Λ−1ϕ(L−,niN )θ−n...θn−1ξiN
= ... = Λ−1ϕ(L−,niN )...Λ−1ϕ(L−,−ni1 )ξi1 ...ξiN
(3.6)
= Λ−Nϕ(L−,niN ...L−,−ni1 )εi1...iNdNx
(3.8),(4.3)
= Λ−NdNx 
The reader might wonder about the usefulness of the generalized notion
of vielbein introduced in this section: generally speaking the differential
forms ωp ∈ Ωp and the functions f ∈ F have a geometrical or physical
significance, so since θa are in DC1 rather than in Ω1, the components of
ωp in the vielbein basis are in H rather than in F . The point is that, as
we have shown in Ref. [13], the difference between these components is
irrelevant when evaluating functionals on ΩN , scalar products in Ωp, etc.
by means of integration, provided Stokes’ theorem applies.
5 Hodge map and Laplacian on RNq
Having at one’s disposal also the Uqso(N)-covariant metric matrix gij , a
(Uqso(N)-covariant) Hodge map ∗ :
∧p → ∧N−p acting on exterior forms
on RNq was introduced (leaving some ambiguities) in [11, 18] using both gij
and the q-epsilon tensor, in analogy with the undeformed theory. As we
are going to see, one has to fix the ambiguities to make ∗ involutive and
moreover add in the definition a suitable power of Λ in order to define a
Hodge map on differential forms. It is more convenient to start giving the
definition of the Hodge map in the frame basis:
Proposition 6 For H = Uqso(N) and any p = 0, 1, ..., N one can define
a H-bilinear map
∗ : DCp → DCN−p (5.1)
the “Hodge map”, such that ∗1 = dV and on each DCp, and therefore on
the whole DC∗,
∗2 ≡ ∗ ◦ ∗ = id (5.2)
by setting on the monomials in the θa
∗(θa1θa2 ...θap) = cp θ
ap+1 ...θaN εaN ...ap+1
a1...ap ; (5.3)
the normalization constants cp are constrained by the conditions
cp cN−p = dp. (5.4)
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The most convenient choice for the cp will be given below. H-bilinearity
implies in particular
∗(aωp b) = a
∗ωp b ∀ a, b ∈ H, ωp ∈ DCp; (5.5)
i.e. applying Hodge and multiplying by “functions or differential opera-
tors” are commuting operations, in other words a differential form ωp and
its Hodge map image have the same commutation relations with xi, ∂j .
That this is true is evident in the frame basis, because of (4.12). Rela-
tion (5.2) easily follows from (3.18). The fixed positive sign at the rhs of
(5.2) [cumbersome when compared with the more familiar (−1)p(N−p)] is
the sign of d0 and is due to the non-standard ordering of the indices in
(5.3). The latter in turn is the only correct one: had we used a different
order, at the rhs of (5.2) tensor products of the matrices U±1, instead of
the identity, would have appeared, because of property (3.12).
Using the H-bilinearity of ∗ in the appendix we prove
Proposition 7 In terms of the basis of differentials (5.3) takes the form
∗(ξi1 ...ξip) = q−N(p−N/2)cpξ
ip+1 ...ξiN εiN ...ip+1
i1...ipΛ2p−N . (5.6)
This differs from the (incomplete) definition of Hodge map on exterior
forms given in [11, 18] by the presence of Λ-powers (needed for the H-
bilinearity), by the already noted crucial different indices order and by the
explicit determination of the coefficients cp. From the above formulae and
the commutation relations (1.11), (4.6) it is evident that by restricting the
domain of ∗ to the unital subalgebra Ω˜∗ ⊂ DC∗ generated by xi, ξj ,Λ±1
one obtains a F˜ -bilinear map
∗ : Ω˜p → Ω˜N−p (5.7)
fulfilling again (5.2) [just take a, b ∈ F˜ in (5.5)]; here F˜ denotes the unital
subalgebra generated by xi,Λ±1. This restriction is what is the notion
closest to the conventional notion of a Hodge map on RNq : as a matter of
fact, there is no F -bilinear restriction of ∗ to Ω∗.
From the bilinearity of the Hodge map and the explicit Uqso(N)-covariant
form of (5.6) it immediately follows
Proposition 8 The Hodge map is Uqso(N)-covariant, i.e. commutes with
the Uqso(N)-action:
(∗ωp) ⊳ g =
∗(ωp ⊳ g) ∀g ∈ Uqso(N) (5.8)
This is true also for its restriction to the subalgebra Ω˜∗ ⊂ DC∗.
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Remark: But ∗ is not ˜Uqso(N)-covariant. This is due to the fact that η
has a nontrivial action on each ξi, and ∗ changes the degree of a monomial
in the ξi’s.
As in commutative geometry we introduce the exterior coderivative by
δ := −∗d∗. (5.9)
In Ref. [13] we show that (at least for positive q) δ can be seen as the
hermitean conjugate of d acting on Ω∗ endowed with a suitable scalar
product. The residual freedom left by (5.4) in choosing the cp is eliminated
by requiring that the differential operator d δ+ δ d is a scalar proportional
to ∂ · ∂, as in the commutative geometry case. In the appendix we prove
the following proposition:
Proposition 9 The “Laplacian” ∆ := d δ + δ d reduces on all DC∗, and
in particular on Ω∗, to
∆ = −q2∂ · ∂Λ2 = −q−N ∂ˆ · ∂ˆ, (5.10)
provided we choose
cp =
1
[N−p]q!
N−1∏
l=p
ql−
N
2 +q
N
2
−l
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
. (5.11)
A Appendix
We begin this appendix by recalling few basic properties about the univer-
sal R-matrix, or quasitriangular structure [6], R of the quantum groups
Uqg , while fixing our conventions. R intertwines between ∆ and opposite
coproduct ∆op, and so does also R−121 :
R (g(1) ⊗ g(2)) = (g(2) ⊗ g(1))R ,
R−121 (g(1) ⊗ g(2)) = (g(2) ⊗ g(1))R−121 .
(A.1)
It fulfills
(∆⊗ id)R = R 13R 23, (A.2)
(id⊗∆)R = R 13R 12, (A.3)
(S ⊗ id)R = R−1 = (id ⊗ S−1)R , (A.4)
S−1(g) = u−1S(g)u (A.5)
where u, which is defined up to an invertible central factor, can be taken
e.g. as the u = u1 with
u1 := (SR (2))R (1), (A.6)
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From (A.1-A.3) it follows the universal Yang-Baxter relation
R 12R 13R 23 = R 23R 13R 12. (A.7)
The braid matrix Rˆ [8] is related to the quasitriangular structure R by
Rˆijhk ≡ Rjihk := qσN (ρjh ⊗ ρik)R = qσNρjh
(
L+,ik
)
, where σN = 1/N for
H = Uqgl(N) and σN = 0 for H = Uqso(N). With the indices’ convention
described in section 3 Rˆ is given by
Rˆ = q
∑
i
eii ⊗ eii +
∑
i 6=j
eji ⊗ eij + k
∑
i<j
eii ⊗ ejj (A.8)
when H = Uqsl(N), and by
Rˆ = q
∑
i 6=0
eii ⊗ eii +
∑
i 6=j,−j
or i=j=0
eji ⊗ eij + q−1
∑
i 6=0
e−ii ⊗ ei−i (A.9)
+k(
∑
i<j
eii ⊗ ejj −
∑
i<j
q−ρi+ρje−ji ⊗ ej−i)
when H = Uqso(N). Here e
i
j is the N ×N matrix with all elements equal
to zero except for a 1 in the ith column and jth row., and k := q − q−1.
In the H = Uqso(N) case, using (1.7), (1.5) it is not difficult to show
the following formulae
Pt12Rˆ±123 = QNPt12Pt23Rˆ∓112 , Rˆ±123 Pt12 = QN Rˆ∓112 Pt23Pt12,
Pt23Rˆ±112 = QNPt23Pt12Rˆ∓123 , Rˆ±112 Pt23 = QN Rˆ∓123 Pt12Pt23,
(A.10)
which are written in matrix-tensor notation in order to let us do many
proofs avoiding indices i, j etc. Moreover,
ρab (Sh) = g
adρcd(h)gcb, ⇒ SL¸∓,ji = gihL¸∓,hkgkj . (A.11)
Proof of Proposition 1
One can determine the projectors P±,l iteratively. We adopt the Ansatz
(2.4) with M± = f±(Rˆ) a matrix to be determined. The most general one
is
M±,l+1 = α±lN2+1
(
1+ β±l+1Rˆ
)
if H = Uqsl(N)
M±,l+1 = α±lN2+1
(
1+ β±l+1Rˆ+ γ
±
l+1Pt
)
if H = Uqso(N)
(A.12)
We first determine the coefficients β±l+1, γ
±
l+1 by imposing the conditions
(2.1). By the recursive assumption, only the condition with m = l is not
fulfilled automatically and must be imposed by hand. Actually, it suffices
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to impose just (2.1)1, due to the symmetry of the Ansatz (2.4) and of the
matrices Ppi under transposition. Setting
P ′∓l(l+1) := P∓l(l+1) if H = Uqsl(N),
P ′∓l(l+1) := P∓l(l+1) + Ptl(l+1) if H = Uqso(N),
this amounts to
0
!
= P±,l+1P ′∓l(l+1)
(2.4)
= P±,l1...lM±l(l+1)P±,l−11...(l−1)M±(l−1)lP±,l−11...(l−1)P
′∓
l(l+1)
= P±,l1...lM±l(l+1)M±(l−1)lP±,l−11...(l−1)P
′∓
l(l+1). (A.13)
In the H = Uqsl(N) case (A.13) becomes
0 ∝ P±,l1...l
[
1N l+1+β
±
l+1Rˆl(l+1)+β
±
l Rˆ(l−1)l+β
±
l β
±
l+1Rˆl(l+1)Rˆ(l−1)l
]
P±,l−11...(l−1)P
′∓
l(l+1)
= P±,l1...l
[
1∓q∓1β±l+1±q±1β±l
]P±,l−11...(l−1)P ′∓l(l+1) (A.14)
where we have used the braid equation (1.4) to see that the term propor-
tional to β±l β
±
l+1 vanishes, and the relations
RˆP ′∓ = ∓q∓11N2P
′∓, P±,l1...lRˆ(l−1)l = ±q±1P±,l1...l.
The condition that the square bracket in (A.14) vanishes is recursively
solved, starting from l = 1 with initial input β±1 = 0 (since P±,1 = 1N ),
by
β±l+1 = ±q±1 lq±2 . (A.15)
[for l = 2 this gives back (1.8)].
In the H = Uqso(N) case (A.13) becomes
0 ∝ P±,l1...l
[
1N l+1+β
±
l+1Rˆl(l+1)+γ
±
l+1Ptl(l+1)+β±l Rˆ(l−1)l+γ±l Pt(l−1)l
+β±l β
±
l+1Rˆl(l+1)Rˆ(l−1)l+γ
±
l γ
±
l+1Ptl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l+β±l γ±l+1Ptl(l+1)Rˆ(l−1)l
+γ±l β
±
l+1Rˆl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l
]
P±,l−1
1...(l−1)
P ′∓
l(l+1)
= P±,l1...l
{
1N l+1+β
±
l+1
[
∓q∓11N l+1+(q1−N ± q∓1)Ptl(l+1)
]
+γ±l+1Ptl(l+1)±q±1β±l 1N l+1
+γ±l γ
±
l+1Ptl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l+β±l γ±l+1QNPtl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l
[∓q±11N l+1+(qN−1
±q±1)Ptl(l+1)]±q∓1γ±l β±l+1QNPtl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l}P±,l−11...(l−1)P ′∓l(l+1)
= P±,l1...l
{
1N l+1
[
1∓q∓1β±l+1±q±1β±l
]
+Ptl(l+1)
[
β±l+1(q
1−N ± q∓1)+γ±l+1
+β±l γ
±
l+1
qN−1±q±1
QN
]
+Ptl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l
[
γ±l γ
±
l+1∓β±l γ±l+1QNq±1
±q∓1γ±l β±l+1QN
]}P±,l−11...(l−1)P ′∓l(l+1).
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where we have used the braid equation (1.4) to see that the term propor-
tional to β±l β
±
l+1 vanishes, and the relations
RˆP ′∓ = [∓q∓11N2+(q1−N ± q∓1)Pt]P ′∓
Ptl(l+1)Rˆ(l−1)lP
′∓
l(l+1) = QNPtl(l+1)Pt(l−1)lRˆ−1l(l+1)P
′∓
l(l+1)
= QNPtl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l
[
∓q±11N l+1+
(
qN−1±q±1)Ptl(l+1)]P ′∓l(l+1)
P±,l1...lRˆl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l=QNP±,l1...lRˆ−1(l−1)lPtl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l=±q∓1QNP
±,l
1...lPtl(l+1)Pt(l−1)l
Ptl(l+1)Pt(l−1)lPtl(l+1) =
1
Q2N
Ptl(l+1).
The conditions that the three square brackets vanish
1∓q∓1β±l+1±q±1β±l = 0,
β±l+1(q
1−N ± q∓1)+γ±l+1+β±l γ±l+1
qN−1±q±1
QN
= 0,
γ±l γ
±
l+1∓q±1β±l γ±l+1QN±q∓1γ±l β±l+1QN = 0,
are recursively solved, starting from l = 1 with initial input β±1 = 0 = γ
±
1
(since P±,1 = 1N ), again by (A.15) and by
γ+l+1 =
(
qN−1)(1+q2−N)
1−qN+2l−2 lq2 γ
−
l+1 =
(
q−N−1)(1+qN−2)
1−qN−2l lq−2 (A.16)
[for l = 2 this gives back (1.9)].
We determine the coefficient α±l+1 by imposing the condition (2.2). For
both H = Uqsl(N), Uqso(N) this gives
0
!
= P±,l+1
(
P±,l+1 − 1N l+1
)
(2.4)
= P±,l+1
(
P±,l1...lM±l(l+1)P±,l1...l − 1N l+1
)
= P±,(l+1) [α±l+1 (1± q±1β±l+1)− 1] ;
in the last equality we have used (2.1), (A.12), (1.1). The condition that
the square bracket vanishes is recursively solved, starting from l = 0 with
initial input α±0 = 1, by
α±l+1 =
1
(l+1)q±2
.
By using (1.6) we give at the form (2.6) for M±,l+1.
To check that (2.3) is satisfied we just note that the dimension of each
projector is an integer, that it is the required one for q = 1 (since in this
limit the projector reduces to its undeformed counterpart), and therefore
it is also for any generic q, by continuity in q.
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Proof of Proposition 2
Being H-invariant, the element ξi1ξi2 ...ξiN ∈ ∧N commutes with all H
(within DC∗>⊳H). Therefore
ξi1 . . . ξiN
(A.6)
= u−11 (SR (2)) ξi1 ...ξiNR (1)
(1.16)
= u−11 (SR (2))R (1)(1)(ξi1 ⊳R
(1)
(2))...(ξ
iN ⊳R (1)(N+1))
(1.17)
= u−11 (SR (2))R (1)(1)ρi1j1(R
(1)
(2))...ρ
iN
jN
(R (1)(N+1))ξj1 ...ξjN
(A.2)
= u−11
[
SR (2)N
]
...
[
SR (2)1
][
SR (2)
]
R (1)ρi1j1
[
R (1)1
]
...ρiNjN
[
R (1)N
]
ξj1 ...ξjN
(A.5)
= (S−1R (2)N )...(S−1R (2)1 )ρi1j1(R
(1)
1 )...ρ
iN
jN
(R (1)N )ξj1 ...ξjN
(A.4)
= R−1(2)N ...R−1(2)1 ρi1j1(R
−1(1)
1 )...ρ
iN
jN
(R−1(1)N )ξj1 ...ξjN
(3.7)
= L−,iNjN ...L−,
i1
j1
ξj1 ...ξjN ,
where R 1, ...,RN just denote N different copies of R ; factoring out dNx
[see Eq. (3.6)] the claim follows.
Proof of Proposition 3
We start by recalling the relations (which can be easily checked using the
explicit definition of Rˆ, U,Pt given above)
tr2
(
U2Rˆ12
)
= qN1N tr(U) = [N ]q if H = Uqgl(N)
tr2
(
U2Rˆ12
)
=qN−11N tr2
(
U2Pt12
)
=
1N
QN
tr(U)=QN , if H=Uqso(N)
where U±12 ≡ 1N ⊗U±1 and tr2 denotes matrix trace on the second factor
in the tensor product CN ⊗ CN ; this implies
tr2
(
U2M
−,l
12
)
= bl1N , (A.17)
where
bl =
[N−l+1]q
[l]q
if H = Uqgl(N) (A.18)
bl =
1
[l]q
[
ql−1QN − [l−1]qqN−1 + (q
−2−1)[l−1]q
q−1+qN+1−2l
]
=
[N−l+1]q
[l]q
q
N
2
−l+ql−
N
2
q
N
2
+1−l+ql−1−
N
2
if H = Uqso(N). (A.19)
By the definition (3.6) of the ε-tensor and (1.12) the claim is manifestly
true for l = N ,
P−,N i1...iNj1...jN = dNεi1...iN εj1...jN ,
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because the rhs fulfills all conditions (2.1-2.3). We prove the claim for the
remaining l < N by induction, with N inductive steps. Assume the claim
is true for l = m+1:
P−,m+1i1...im+1j1...jm+1 = dm+1Uk1j1 ...U
km+1
jm+1
εim+2...iN i1...im+1εim+2...iNk1...km+1 .
Multiplying both sides by U
jm+1
im+1
(and summing of course also on the re-
peated indices im+1, jm+1) we find on one hand[
trm+1
(
Um+1P−,m+1
)]i1...im
j1...jm
= dm+1U
k1
j1
...Ukmjm U
2km+1
im+1
εim+2...iN i1...im+1εim+2...iNk1...km+1
(3.12)
= dm+1U
k1
j1
...Ukmjm ε
im+1...iN i1...imεim+...iNk1...km,
and on the other
trm+1
(
Um+1P−,m+1
)
(2.4)
= trm+1
(
Um+1P−,m12...mM−,m+1m(m+1)P−,m12...l
)
(A.17)
= bm+1P−,m12...m,
whence by comparison the claim for l = m follows, because dmbm+1 = dm+1.
Proof of Proposition 7
lhs(5.6)
(4.11)
= ∗[ϕ(qηSL−,i1j1)θj1 ...ϕ(qηSL−,
ip
jp
)θjp]
(4.12)
= ∗[ϕ(qηSL−,i1j1)...ϕ(qηSL−,
ip
jp
)θj1 ...θjp ]
(5.5)
= ϕ
(
qpηS(L−ipjp ...L−,i1j1)
)
∗[θj1 ...θjp ]
(5.3)
= cpq
−Np/2Λpϕ
(
S(L−ipjp...L−,i1j1)
)
θhp+1 ...θhN εhN ...hp+1
j1...jp
= cpq
−Np/2Λpϕ
(
L−,lp+1jp+1...L−,
lN
kN
)
ϕ
(
S(L−ipjp ...L−,i1j1L−,
kp+1
jp+1
...L−,kNjN
)
θhp+1...θhN ghN lN ...ghp+1lp+1ε
jN ...jp+1j1...jp
(3.8)
= cpq
−Np/2Λpϕ
(
L−,lp+1jp+1 ...L−,
lN
kN
)
θhp+1...θhN
ghN lN ...ghp+1lp+1ε
kN ...kp+1i1...ip
(A.11)
= cpq
−Np/2ΛpglN jN ...gjp+1lp+1ϕ
(
(SL−,lp+1hp+1)...(SL−,
lN
hN
)
)
θhp+1...θhN εkN ...kp+1i1...ip
(4.11)
= cpq
−N(p−N/2)Λ2p−NglNkN ...glp+1kp+1ξ
lp+1 ...ξlN εkN ...kp+1i1...ip
= cpq
−N(p−N/2)Λ2p−Nξlp+1 ...ξlN εlN ...lp+1
i1...ip
= rhs(5.6)
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Proof of Proposition 9
We now evaluate the lhs(5.10) on each DCp. We find
(d ∗ d ∗ + ∗ d ∗d)1 = ∗ d ∗d1 = ∗ d ∗ξi1∂i1
= q−N(1−
N
2
)c1
∗ d ξi2 ...ξiN εiN ...i2
i1Λ2−N∂i1
= (−1)N−1q−N(1−N2 )c1∗ ξi2 ...ξiNdεiN ...i2 i1Λ2−N∂i1
= (−1)N−1q−Nc1cNεi2...iNjΛN∂jεiN ...i2 i1Λ2−N∂i1
= q2c1cNU
−1j
hε
hi2...iN∂jεiN ...i2
i1∂i1Λ
2
= q2c1cNg
ljεl
i2...iN∂jεiN ...i2
i1∂i1Λ
2
=
q2c1cN
d1
gi1j∂j∂i1Λ
2 =
q2c1cN
d1
Λ2
=
q2c1
c0[N ]q
q−
N
2 +q
N
2
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
Λ2
for p = 0, for p = N
(d ∗ d ∗ + ∗ d ∗d) dNx = d ∗ d ∗ dNx = q−
N2
2 cNd
∗ dΛN = q−
N2
2 cNd
∗ ξi1∂i1Λ
N
= q−NcN c1d ξ
i2 ...ξiN εiN ...i2
i1Λ2−N∂i1Λ
N
= (−1)N−1q2−2N cN c1ξi2 ...ξiN d εiN ...i2 i1 ∂i1Λ2
= (−1)N−1q2−2N cN c1ξi2 ...ξiN ξj∂jεiN ...i2 i1 ∂i1Λ2
= (−1)N−1q2−2N cN c1εi2...iN j dNx εiN ...i2 i1 ∂j∂i1Λ2
= q2cNc1g
ljεl
i2...iN εiN ...i2
i1 ∂j∂i1Λ
2dNx
=
q2c1cN
d1
gi1j∂j∂i1Λ
2 dNx =
q2c1cN
d1
Λ2dNx
=
q2c1
c0[N ]q
q−
N
2 +q
N
2
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
Λ2 dNx
for p = N , whereas for p = 1, 2, ..., N − 1 we find on one hand
d ∗ d ∗ξi1 ...ξip
(5.6)
= (−1)N−pq−N(p−N2 )+N−2pcp d ∗ ξip+1 ...ξiN εiN ...ip+1i1...ipΛ2p−N d
(5.6)
= (−1)N−pq−N(p−N2 )+N−2p−N(N−p+1−N2 )cpcN−p+1 d
ξh1 ...ξhp−1εhp−1...h1
ip+1...iN iεiN ...ip+1
i1...ipΛ2∂i
(3.12)
= (−1)N−1q−2pcpcN−p+1ξh1 ...ξhp−1d(−1)N−1
glpiεlphp−1...h1
ip+1...iN εiN ...ip+1
i1...ipΛ2∂i
(3.18)
= q2−2p
cpcN−p+1
dp
ξh1 ...ξhp−1dPa,pi1...ip−1iph1...hp−1jp∂jpΛ2
and on the other
∗ d ∗ dξi1 ...ξip = (−1)p ∗ d ∗ξi1 ...ξipd
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(5.6)
= (−1)pcp+1q−N(p+1−
N
2
) ∗ d ξip+2 ...ξiN εiN ...ip+2
i1...ip+1Λ2p+2−N∂ip+1
= (−1)N−1cp+1q−N(p−
N
2
)−2p−2 ∗ ξip+2 ...ξiN ξjN εiN ...ip+2
i1...ip+1Λ2p+2−N∂jN∂ip+1
(5.6)
= (−1)N−1cp+1cN−pq−2p−2 ξh1 ...ξhpεhp...h1 ip+2...iNjN εiN ...ip+2i1...ip+1Λ2∂jN∂ip+1
(3.12)
= cp+1cN−pq
−2p−2 ξh1 ...ξhpghp+1jN εhp+1hp...h1
ip+2...iNεiN ...ip+2
i1...ip+1Λ2∂jN∂ip+1
(3.18)
= q2−2p
cp+1cN−p
dp+1
ξh1 ...ξhpPa,p+1i1...ip+1h1...hp+1ghp+1jN∂jN∂ip+1Λ2
(2.4)
=
q2−2p
[p+1]q
cp+1cN−p
dp+1
ξh1 ...ξhpPa,pi1...ip−1iph1...hp−1jp
[
qpδ
jp
hp
gip+1jN
−[p]qRˆjpip+1hphp+1ghp+1jN−
k[p]q
1+qN−2p
δjNhp g
jpip+1
]
∂jN∂ip+1Λ
2
(1.7)
=
q2−2p
[p+1]q
cp+1cN−p
dp+1
ξh1 ...ξhpPa,pi1...ip−1iph1...hp−1jp
[
qpδ
jp
hp
gip+1jN
−[p]qgjphp+1Rˆ−1ip+1jNhp+1hp−
k[p]q
1+qN−2p
δjNhp g
jpip+1
]
∂jN∂ip+1Λ
2
(1.13),(1.1)
=
q2−2p
[p+1]q
cp+1cN−p
dp+1
ξh1 ...ξhpPa,pi1...ip−1iph1...hp−1jp
[
δ
jp
hp
gip+1jN
(
qp−[p]q k
µ
)
−[p]q
(
q−1 +
k
1+qN−2p
)
δjNhp g
jpip+1
]
∂jN∂ip+1Λ
2
=
q2−2p
[p+1]q
cp+1cN−p
dp+1
[
qp+1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−p−1
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
ξi1 ...ξip
−[p]q q
p+1−N
2 +q
N
2
−p−1
qp−
N
2 +q
N
2
−p
ξh1 ...ξhp−1dPa,pi1...ip−1iph1...hp−1jp∂jp
]
Λ2 (A.20)
In order that the second term in the square bracket be opposite of d ∗ d ∗ξi1 ...ξip
it must be
0
!
=
cpcN−p+1
dp
− q
p+1−N
2 +q
N
2
−p−1
qp−
N
2 +q
N
2
−p
[p]q
[p+1]q
cp+1cN−p
dp+1
=
q−
N
2 +q
N
2
qp−
N
2 +q
N
2
−p
[p]q![N−p−1]q!
[N ]q!dN
{[N−p]qcpcN−p+1 − [p]qcp+1cN−p}
namely, for p = 1, 2, ..., N−1
[N−p]qcpcN−p+1 − [p]qcp+1cN−p = 0.
This recursion relation is solved by
cp+1cN−p =
(
[N−1]q
[p]q
)
c1cN . (A.21)
When replaced in (A.20) we find, on all of DC∗, and in particular on Ω∗,
(d ∗ d ∗ + ∗ d ∗d) ξi1 ...ξip =
q2c1
c0[N ]q
q−
N
2 +q
N
2
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
Λ2ξi1 ...ξip . (A.22)
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Taking
N−2∏
p=1
of both sides of (A.21) and multiplying the result by c0(c1cN )
2
we obtain
d1d2...dN cN = c0(c1cN )
N
(
[N−1]q
[1]q
)
...
(
[N−1]q
[N−2]q
)
,
implying, because of (3.17),(
c1
c0[N ]q
)N
=
(
c1cN
dN [N ]q)
)N
=
cN
c0 [N ]q!
N−1∏
l=0
ql−
N
2 +q
N
2
−l
q−
N
2 +q
N
2
.
Before proceeding we note that we are still free to choose the value of
dN = c0cN and the normalization of cN w.r.t. c0, in other words we are
free to choose the values of both c0, cN . We choose
cN = 1, c0 = dN =
1
[N ]q!
N−1∏
l=0
ql−
N
2 +q
N
2
−l
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
; (A.23)
the first choice guarantees that ∗1 = dV , and therefore also ∗dV = 1 in
view of ∗2. As a consequence,(
c1
c0[N ]q
)N
=
(
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
q−
N
2 +q
N
2
)N
implying
c1 = c0[N ]q
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
q−
N
2 +q
N
2
=
1
[N−1]q!
N−1∏
l=1
ql−
N
2 +q
N
2
−l
q1−
N
2 +q
N
2
−1
.
Multiplying both sides of (A.21) by 1/cN−p = cp/dp and using (3.17) we
thus obtain the recursion relation
cp+1 = cp[N−p]q q
1−N
2 +q
N
2
−1
qp−
N
2 +q
N
2
−p
.
Solving the latter, the final result for p = 0, 1, ..., N reads (5.11). As for
(A.22), we find that on all of DC∗, and in particular on Ω∗, (5.10) holds.
Finally, we see that the normalization condition (A.23) for dN = d0
implies a specific value for the normalization constant
γN ≡
{
(ε12...N )−1
(ε−n(1−n)...n)−1
in (3.5), which can be computed case by case. In particular, for the cases
N = 3, 4 this implies a different normalization w.r.t. the one adopted in
section 3.
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